The bench press is the first lift to teach you what “heavy” feels like, and is the primary lift for raw upper body strength. The bench press can be surprisingly technical. Use this and our other resources to build a bigger, better, stronger bench press.

Setup

Eyes lower than the bar
Lie down so that your eyes are lower than the bar (toward your feet), ensuring you won’t hit the rack or hooks.

Compression grip
Grip the bar as close to your wrist as possible. Rotate your hands inward and squeeze. Try to leave fingerprints on the bar.

Unrack with straight arms
Straight elbows when the bar travels over your face and neck.

Set your arch
Retract your shoulder blades and rotate your chest up. Think about bringing your shoulders as close to your butt as possible.

Feet flat. Knees at 90 degrees
Foot position is not set in stone, but flat feet give you better contact with the floor. Place plates or blocks under your feet if you have short legs.
Execution

Eyes on the ceiling (note the bar’s starting position)
Focus on the ceiling for the entire set, noting where the bar starts and ends each rep. Be consistent and throw the bar to the ceiling the way you throw a dart or ball at a target.

Big held breath
Before each rep.

Touch your chest
“Pull down with your elbows” and touch your mid-sternum to achieve a consistent and safe touchpoint on your chest.

Leg drive
Use your legs to push your body upward along the bench and throw the bar back to the starting position against the ceiling. Make sure your butt stays down and in contact with the bench.
TIPS & TRICKS

KEEP YOUR SHOULDERS RETRACTED
“SHOULDERS PINCHED” DECREASES THE RANGE OF MOTION WITHOUT DECREASING THE EFFICACY OF THE LIFT, AND THIS POSITION HELPS YOU KEEP YOUR CHEST UP, MAKING YOUR BENCH PRESS MORE EFFICIENT. IF YOU LOSE YOUR SHOULDERS-BACK POSITION, RESET AT THE TOP.

FOREARM POINTS THE WAY
YOUR ELBOWS SHOULD BE SLIGHTLY IN FRONT OF THE BAR AT THE BOTTOM. THE CORRECT BAR PATH IS A DIAGONAL LINE FROM YOUR TOUCH-POINT TO THE LOCKOUT. YOUR FOREARMS SHOULD BE ANGLED ALONG THAT SAME LINE.

ELBOWS DOWN
THE MOST COMMON BENCH PRESS MISTAKE IS TO FLARE YOUR ELBOWS ON THE WAY UP. IMAGINE YOU ARE TRYING TO “BEND THE BAR” IN HALF TOWARD YOUR FEET ON THE WAY DOWN AND KEEP “TIGHT ARMPITS” ON THE WAY UP.

LEG DRIVE TROUBLES
IF YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE USING LEG DRIVE. USE YOUR LEGS TO HOLD YOUR BODY MOTIONLESS ON THE BENCH INSTEAD. LESS DYNAMIC, HOLDING YOUR BODY STILL WILL REQUIRE SIMILAR USE OF YOUR LEGS AND TRANSLATES WELL TO LEG DRIVE LATER ON.
Troubleshooting

Shoulder Pain
Shoulder pain caused by the bench press is often due to your grip width or your elbow position during the movement. Try narrowing your grip a finger-width at a time, and note whether this alleviates the pain. Also, have a coach check your elbow position. If your elbows are too high and far away from your body, you may be at risk of injury.

Sticking Point 4 - 6 inches off from your chest
Usually a bar path issue. You may be pressing the bar too vertically off your chest, pressing farther away from your shoulder joint. “Press back” toward your spotter or “float the bar back” toward your shoulder joint on the way up.

Butt lifting off the bench
If your butt comes off the bench, this is indicative of an ineffectual setup or use of leg drive. Review your “chest up” and “shoulders tucked” position. Then, have a friend block your shoulders so you can practice leg drive.
ACCESSORY LIFTS

USE OF EACH ACCESSORY LIFT SHOULD FIT YOUR CURRENT PROGRAM AND NEEDS WITH RESPECT TO YOUR STANDARD BENCH PRESS.

IMPROVE YOUR LOCKOUT
- PIN BENCH PRESS
- BOARD PRESS
- SLINGSHOT PRESS

SMASH YOUR STICKING POINT
- FLOOR PRESS
- BANDED OR BENCH PRESS WITH CHAINS

USEFUL VARIATIONS
- CLOSE GRIP BENCH PRESS
- PAUSED BENCH PRESS
- INCLINE BENCH PRESS
- DB BENCH PRESS

AUXILLARY LIFTS
- BARBELL ROW
- CHIN-UPS/PULL-UPS
- ROLLING DUMBBELL EXTENSIONS
- DIPS
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

HELPFUL VIDEOS
“COMPRESSION GRIP,” FROM COACH JAYSON BALL
“DON’T PUNCH THE BENCH,” FROM DR. SULLIVAN AT GREYSTEEL
THE BARBELL LOGIC BENCH PRESS PLAYLIST

HELPFUL PODCAST EPISODES
#63 – THE BENCH PRESS
#196 – THE SECRET TO A BIGGER BENCH? LEG DRIVE

BARBELL LOGIC ARTICLES
BUILD YOUR BENCH PRESS ARCH
FINDING THE TOUCH-POINT FOR YOUR BENCH PRESS
HOW TO PROGRAM ASSISTANCE WORK